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This article examines the process of schedul-
ing individual workers to meet some form of
time varying demand. This most often occurs
in a service operation where the rate at which
work presents itself varies significantly.
Operations of this type include call centers,
hospital emergency rooms, retail outlets,
restaurants, and mail handling facilities.

In the tour scheduling process, the fore-
casted workload is converted into a schedule
that specifies what shifts are to be staffed on
each day by each employee over the course
of a planning period, typically a week. The
schedule is developed to meet the demand
workload requirements at a minimum cost.
The rostering process assigns the identified
shifts to individual workers so as to best
match individual preferences.

In this article, we first examine the prob-
lem of scheduling an inbound call center.
This example illustrates the scheduling
process and identifies some of the inherent
issues involved in scheduling and rostering.
We then discuss other environments where
the same type of scheduling problems exist,
and highlight some key differences in those
environments.

A CALL CENTER EXAMPLE

A call center is a facility used to provide inter-
active communications with customers. In a
call center, customer service representatives
(CSRs), or agents, interact with customers
over the telephone. A contact center extends
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the notion of a call center to allow for other
means of communication, including e-mails,
faxes, and instant messages.

While call centers often deploy sophisti-
cated telephony and computer equipment,
and may require a large facility, the cost
of the customer service agent is typically the
most significant and controllable cost asso-
ciated with call center operation [1]. Agent
salaries typically account for 60–70% of the
call center’s total operating cost [2]. As such,
effective capacity management is a critical
success factor for efficient operations.

The workload presented to a call center, in
terms of inbound calls, varies over the course
of a week and over the course of a day. In
order to efficiently staff the call center, the
number of workers on duty must vary over
the course of the week and the course of the
day to match demand.

Call center managers are typically
charged with providing a target level of over-
all service quality, most often specified based
on some measure of caller wait time. The
task of the call center manager is to develop a
work schedule that assigns individual agents
to work at specific time so as to achieve this
service level goal at the lowest possible cost.
In order to do this, call center managers must

• forecast the workload in terms of call
volume;

• determine the number of agents
required in each time period to meet
the workload and achieve the service
level target;

• package the agent level requirements
into a set of shifts to which agents can
be assigned;

• assign individual agents to tours taking
into account the agent’s availability and
preferences.

Managers of small call centers may perform
these tasks manually, but in most moderate
to large call centers they receive automated
support from a workforce management sys-
tem (WMS).

1
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SCHEDULING MODELS

The Two-Stage Scheduling Approach

Overview. The two-stage approach is
a standard model for tour scheduling. In
this approach, the staffing and scheduling
decisions are made separately. Staffing
requirements are developed based on the
anticipated work in each time period. The
staffing requirements are then used as an
input to the scheduling model.

Staffing Requirements. The first step in
the two-stage approach is to determine the
staffing requirement, the number of workers
required in each time period. Time periods
are often 30 min in length, but in some cases
15 min intervals are used. In many envi-
ronments, the number of workers required
varies significantly over the course of the day.

In a call center, call volume tends to follow
predictable patterns, with random variations
superimposed. Consider daily call volumes
shown in Fig. 1. In this call center, Mon-
days are in general the busiest day, Fridays
are the slowest days, and the call center is
closed on the weekends and holidays (such
as Independence Day). The graph shows a
5-period moving average, which illustrates

that over the course of a week call volume is
roughly constant with no clear trend up or
down.

Seasonality also applies within the day.
Consider the fairly common pattern illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Call volume grows through-
out the morning, peaking in midmorning
then dropping off in the late morning and
slowing further over lunch. A second smaller
peak occurs in the afternoon. Overnight vol-
ume tends to be low. Figure 2 represents a
Monday; other days have similar but slightly
different patterns.

Staffing requirements are determined
using a queueing model, an analytical
model that estimates key queue parameters
such as waiting time, based on the rate at
which calls arrive, the average length of
calls, and the number of agents available
to service those calls. Because queueing
models typically require a steady rate of
call arrivals, the rate at which calls arrive
is usually assumed to be constant for each
30 min period. In the SIPP (Stationary
Independent Period by Period) method, each
30 time period is analyzed independently
of all other periods using the average call
volume for that period as illustrated in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Arrival rates under SIPP.

The call center typically has a service
level target, or a more formal service level
agreement (SLA), that specifies the level
of service to be provided in each period.
For example, the SLA may specify that the

average time on hold should be 30 s or less,
or that 80% of calls should be answered
within 15 s. The expected call volume and
service level requirements are inputs to the
queueing model and the number of agents
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required per period is the output. Figure 4
graphically illustrates the output of the
staffing requirements process.

Tour Scheduling. Once per period staffing
requirements are defined, a tour schedule
can be developed. The objective of the tour
scheduling process is to determine the num-
ber of agents to assign to each possible sched-
ule on each day so as to meet the min-
imum staffing requirements at the lowest
possible cost. This implies minimizing the
number of extra agents scheduled; that is,
minimizing staffing above and beyond the
minimum requirements.

A shift designates the specific time inter-
vals, typically 30-min periods, during which
an agent is on duty on a particular day.
Consider the following simple example; a
call center is open from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m., for a total of 28 half hour periods per
day. Agents are scheduled to 9 h shifts, and
breaks are not explicitly scheduled. A shift
may start at any half hour period and lasts
for 18 contiguous half hour periods. With
these assumptions a total of 11 different
shifts are possible, starting on each half from
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

A schedule must further define the days
of the week to be worked. Assume the call
center is open seven days a week, but agents
are only scheduled to work five days. Further
assume that the scheduling policy is to give
workers their two days off consecutively. This
policy implies a total of seven different day
patterns.

Given this relatively set of options, the
scheduler has a total of 77 shift/pattern com-
binations (11shifts × 7 day patterns), which
we will refer to as tours, to which agents
can be assigned. The schedule covers 196
time periods (28 half hour periods per day ×
7 days). Here, we assume that each agent
works the same shift every day. If this restric-
tion is relaxed then the number of tours may
increase significantly.

The Minimum Cost Schedule. Given a set
of time phased staffing requirements (Fig. 4),
a set of available shifts and a set of day pat-
terns, the scheduling problem can now be for-
mulated as an optimization problem–assign
agents to tours so as to meet the minimum
staffing requirements at the lowest cost. This
problem can be formulated as an integer pro-
gram, a linear optimization problem where
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the decision variables can take on only inte-
ger values (See the section titled ‘‘Combina-
torial Optimization/Integer Programming’’ in
this encyclopedia). In this case, the decision
variables are the number of agents to assign
to each shift and day pattern, and since only
whole agents can be assigned these numbers
must be integers.

This model is an example of a weighted set
covering problem. The basic formulation for
solving this problem was first presented by
George Dantzig in 1954 [3]. Dantzig looked at
a similar problem, scheduling toll booth oper-
ators when the number of operators required
was defined for each discrete time period.

In this model, a matrix is developed that
maps tours to time periods. The matrix has I
rows, one for every time period in the plan-
ning horizon (often a week), and J columns,
one for each schedule (i.e., a shift and day
pattern combination) to which an agent can
be assigned. The cells in the matrix (denoted
aij) are equal to 1 if the shift j is ‘‘on’’ in time
period i and 0 otherwise. The cost associated
with each schedule (denoted cj) is a measure
of the number of hours in the schedule. The
decision variable (denoted xj) specifies the
number of agents assigned to each schedule
j. The number of agents required in each
period (denoted bi) is the list of staffing levels
defined in the staffing requirements step.

Mathematically, the model can be
expressed as

Minimize
∑

j∈J

cjxj

Subject to

∑

j∈J

aijxj ≥ bi, xj ≥ 0, xj integer ∀I

This model seeks to minimize the number
of agent/hours scheduled, subject to the con-
straint that the number of agents assigned
in each period (found by summing up all the
agents assigned to each schedule) must be
greater than or equal to the number required
in that period.

This model requires one decision variable
for each tour a corresponding to the number
of workers assigned, and one constraint for

each time period. For the example outlined
above, the model would contain 77 integer
decision variables and 196 constraints.

Flexible Scheduling and the Feasible Sched-
ule Problem. While integer programs are in
general difficult to solve, the model outlined
above is reasonably sized and can be solved to
optimality without much difficulty. However,
changing a few assumptions in this model for-
mulation can quickly result in a much larger
model.

Changes that can increase the size of the
model include

• Hours of Operation. Expanding the
hours of operation of the call center; in
particular, moving to a 24-h operation.

• Shift Options. Adding more shifts;
in particular, creating a more flexible
scheduling environment that includes
different shift lengths and/or part-time
options.

• Breaks. Factoring break time into
the schedule; in particular, explicitly
including meal and/or rest breaks in
the schedule.

• Variable Shifts. Creating tours that
include different shifts on different
days.

The call center, we looked at previously, oper-
ated from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. leading to
11 different shifts, one starting on each half
hour from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. If we allow
for continuous operation (24 h a day), we have
48 possible shift patterns; one for each half
hour of the day. The result is a more than
fourfold increase in the number of shifts.

The number of feasible tours will also
increase if more flexible scheduling options
are introduced. In the example stated ear-
lier, we scheduled each agent five days per
week with consecutive days off. That led to
five feasible day patterns. If we relax the con-
secutive days off requirement, the result is
a total of 21 day patterns (calculated as a
combination; 7 choose 5) and the result is a
total of 1008 schedules.

Now assume that in addition to five 8 h
shifts, the call center offers employees the
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option of four 10 h shifts. This leads to 48 new
shifts (one per half hour) and 35 day patterns
(calculated as a combination; 7 choose 4.) The
result is a total of 1680 schedules.

Now let us further assume that the call
center allows for part-time workers. (Part-
time staffing can be quite beneficial when
trying to balance supply and demand.) Let
us assume they allow for 8 h shifts 4 days a
week. The result is another 1680 schedules.

So, if we assume we have a call center oper-
ating 24 h a day, 7 days a week (which has
three basic scheduling options—five eights,
four tens, and four eights), then agents can
be assigned to any of 4368 schedules. The
introduction of 24 h operation and moderately
flexible scheduling has increased the number
of integer decision variables from 77 to 4368.

The schedules described above do not
explicitly account for breaks. Assume that
the call center assigns agents to 9 h shifts,
with a half hour lunch break and two 15 min
coffee breaks. Further, assume that the call
center wishes to explicitly schedule the lunch
break, but not the rest breaks.

The call center may wish to have some
flexibility in how breaks are scheduled. The
shifts shown in Fig. 5 illustrate how adjust-
ing when the lunch break occurs can lead
to different schedules. If this flexibility is
incorporated into the scheduling model, the

model has a total of 21,840 integer decision
variables.

The simple model with 77 decision vari-
ables developed in the previous section has
now expanded to a model with more than
21,000 decision variables. Introduction of
additional flexibility, such as more part-time
options, would increase this number further.
The calculations shown above account only
for lunch breaks not rest breaks. If the call
center wanted to explicitly schedule the rest
break, they would need to plan based on
15-min periods, and incorporate the rest
break options. This would have the effect
of doubling the number of time periods,
and therefore the number of constraints.
The number of decision variables would
increase significantly, perhaps by an order of
magnitude or more.

While adding staffing flexibility greatly
increases the size and complexity of the
scheduling problem, there are significant
benefits. In call centers with large peaks and
valleys in the demand profile, it is difficult
to fit supply to demand without creating
significant overcapacity in other periods.
Scheduling flexibility, in particular the use of
part-time workers, allows call centers to bet-
ter shape supply to meet the demand curve
and reduce the cost of service delivery [4].

The Complexity of Flexibility. The example
discussed above shows that the number of
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Figure 5. Example Shift Schedules
with Breaks.
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possible shifts, and therefore the number of
integer variables in the optimization program
can easily become very large. With explicit
break scheduling, the number of decision
variables can grow into the tens of thousands
or more; test problems with millions of inte-
ger decision variables have been analyzed in
the literature [5].

Integer programs are difficult (i.e., time
consuming) to solve to optimality, and the
amount of time and other computer resources
required grows in a nonlinear fashion with
problem size. Call center scheduling prob-
lems of practical size can easily become
intractable; that is, solving the problem to
proven optimality cannot be accomplished in
a reasonable time frame. (See the sections
titled ‘‘NP-hard Network Flow Problems’’
and/or ‘‘Combinatorial Optimization/Integer
Programming’’ in this encyclopedia for
a more detailed discussion of integer
programming and complexity theory.)

Given the benefits of increased staffing
flexibility, more staffing options are desirable
from a cost control perspective. But, given
the increased complexity of the optimization
problem, staffing flexibility is undesirable
from a computational perspective. Finding
a balance between these competing goals has
been an active area of research. Researchers
have developed many approaches, most of
which can be put into two basic categories.

• Implicit Break Scheduling. In this
approach, the scheduling problem is
conceptually split into two components.
Schedules are first developed without
breaks. Breaks are then scheduled and
assigned to schedules.

• Heuristic Solutions. Heuristic algo-
rithms are designed to find good
solutions quickly, but usually cannot
solve a problem to optimality.

Implicit Scheduling Models

A number of researchers have developed
a modified formulation that includes an
implicit definition of breaks. In the basic
implicit shift scheduling approach, shifts
are set up with no breaks, for a single day

(i.e., no breaks within a day or between
days). A separate set of decision variables
is established that specifies the number of
employees who are on break during any
given time period. Shifts and breaks are
essentially established separately, although
constraints are established to ensure that
the breaks will fit into schedule break
windows. After the optimization is complete,
a relatively straightforward procedure can
be used to assign breaks to individual shifts.
In models where this formulation can be
applied, the implicit formulation will solve
much faster than the explicit set covering
approach; requiring between 25% and 50%
of the computer time required to solve the
basic set covering model [6]. Other models
have been developed that increase flexibility
and may solve even faster [7,8].

Implicit scheduling models were later
extended to implicit tour scheduling models
which can be applied to 24 × 7 operations
where employees are scheduled across
multiple days [5]. This model solves the
scheduling problem for a week when the
days worked are continuous, and all shifts
are the same length. Under the conditions,
the model dramatically reduces the number
of decision variables required and creates
integer programs that are quite tractable.

Heuristic Solutions

A heuristic is a solution method that is
designed to quickly find a solution that
is ‘‘good’’ but not necessarily optimal (see
the section titled ‘‘Heuristics and Meta-
heuristics’’ in this encyclopedia). Heuristics
have the advantage that they can often
solve a problem much faster than a method
that is guaranteed to solve the problem to
optimality. A key disadvantage is that not
only do they typically not solve the problem
to optimality but they usually cannot provide
a meaningful estimate of the optimality gap.

Given the potential size of staff schedul-
ing problem and the issue of intractability,
heuristics are often employed to solve the
problem. Many types of heuristics can be
applied to this problem. With one type of
heuristic, the scheduling problem is still for-
mulated as an integer program, but heuris-
tics are used to either reduce the size of the
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problem or to speed up the solution process.
A second type of heuristic formulates the
problem in a fundamentally different way.
For the staff scheduling problem, this is most
often done by formulating the problem as a
discrete event simulation model and solving
it using simulation-based optimization.

Integer Programming Heuristics. Given the
inherent complexity of integer programs,
the use of heuristics is fairly common (see
the section titled ‘‘Heuristics and Meta-
heuristics’’ in this encyclopedia). One viable
approach is to formulate the integer program-
ming (IP) model as defined above and then to
apply a heuristic algorithm, such as a genetic
algorithm or simulated annealing, to search
for a good solution to the IP. The Lagrangian
heuristic has often been used to solve set
covering problems [9] (see Relationship
Among Benders, Dantzig–Wolfe, and
Lagrangian Optimization).

A second type of heuristic for solving the
scheduling IP seeks to reduce the size of the
problem by eliminating potential solutions.
In this problem, a reasonable approach is
to reduce the number of schedules that can
be selected. A relatively simple method is
to avoid explicit break scheduling, allowing
supervisors to manage breaks off-line based
on how conditions unfold over the course of
the shift.

Another method for dealing with the large
number of feasible schedules that can be
assigned is to use some heuristic to reduce
the set of available schedules to something
much smaller. An example is presented in
[10]. An initial set of 7,120 possible sched-
ules is reduced to a working set of 100 or
less using two different procedures; one that
picks schedules that are the ‘‘most different,’’
and one that picks schedules at random. They
find that scheduling against this small sub-
set can yield solutions within a few agents of
the optimal solution in much less time than
required to solve the complete problem. They
also find that for larger working subsets, a
random selection performs nearly as well as
the most different selection, and performs
much faster.

Simulation-Based Heuristics. An alternate
approach to solving the shift scheduling

problem is to use a discrete event simulation
model (see Introduction to Discrete-Event
Simulation). A simulation model generates
and processes individual customers, calls
in the case of a call center, according to
the predefined probability distributions
describing arrival rates, service durations,
and other random factors. The simulation
approach has the advantage of specifying
a more realistic model of the operation;
for example, by allowing for more realistic
distributions of service times, varying and
uncertain arrival rates, abandonment, and
absenteeism.

Simulation models may be used to allow
managers to evaluate policy or schedul-
ing changes interactively. Saltzman and
Mehrorta describe an application of simula-
tion modeling to evaluate the impact that
launching a priority support service would
have on standard and priority customers in
an IT support call center [11].

Another way to use simulation is to per-
form simulation-based optimization; a pro-
cess whereby simulation is used to evaluate
the schedule, and a search algorithm is used
to look for better schedules (see the section
titled ‘‘Simulation Optimization’’ in this ency-
clopedia). A drawback of simulation-based
optimization is that it is in general impos-
sible to determine if a solution is optimal.
Instead of finding a known optimal solution,
or a solution known to be within a specified
percentage of optimal, the simulation opti-
mization algorithm typically searches until it
is unable to find a better solution for some
designated length of time.

A common approach to simulation-based
scheduling is to use an analytical method to
create a rough cut schedule. The rough cut
schedule is then evaluated using the simula-
tion model. Changing the original schedule,
often using randomized changes, generates
new schedules, which can then be simulated.
One approach uses a simple greedy heuris-
tic to generate a first cut schedule for a call
center with variable arrival rates [12]. A sim-
ulation model then searches for better sched-
ules, evaluating similar schedules using a
meta-heuristic search technique known as
variable neighborhood search (VNS). Other
metaheuristics include genetic algorithms,
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simulated annealing or Tabu search (see the
section titled ‘‘Heuristics and Metaheuris-
tics’’ in this encyclopedia). Other models use
simulation and cutting planes to develop a
schedule for a call center where agents have
different skill sets [13,14].

Joint Staffing Models

The basic set covering model splits staffing
requirements and shift scheduling into two
separate and distinct steps. Joint staffing
models combine these two steps into a one
optimization problem.

The basic set covering model implicitly
makes several important assumptions that
are relaxed in joint scheduling models. First,
by taking as an input the number of agents
required in every time period, the model
implicitly assumes that service level require-
ments are strict in every interval. In call
centers with short interval peaks (such as
the call centers represented in Figs 2 and 4),
staffing to satisfy the peak arrival rate may
result in excess capacity in other periods. In
response to this issue, some call centers seek
to achieve their service level targets over an
extended period; perhaps a day, week, or even
a month. This is often referred to as a global
service constraint.

A second issue is the implicit assump-
tion that arrival rates are known prior to
the scheduling process. While the standard
queueing model used when setting staffing
requirements assume that the time between
call arrivals is random, the models assume
the average rate at which those calls arrive
is known. In many situations this is not the
case, and arrivals are considered to be doubly
stochastic; customers arrive randomly with
an average rate that itself is random [15,16].

These limitations can be addressed in
joint staffing and scheduling models; models
that integrates the staffing requirement
and the shift scheduling steps into one
optimization problem. The simulation
models discussed above are inherently
joint staffing and scheduling models, but
the approach can also be applied to opti-
mization models [17,18]. Some models
use a piecewise linear approximation
to the service level curve; allowing for
the calculation of a global service level

based on the per period staffing decision
[19,20].

ROSTERING

The final step in the scheduling process is
rostering. Rostering is the process of assign-
ing individual agents to schedules defined
in the shift scheduling process. The roster-
ing process must consider employee prefer-
ences (e.g., I prefer to start after 10:00 a.m.),
employee restrictions (e.g., I cannot work on
Thursdays), management policies (e.g., all
employees must work one weekend day a
month), and potentially union or contract
restrictions (e.g., agents must have two con-
secutive days off.)

While extremely important in practice,
the rostering process has received limited
attention in academic research, perhaps
because the process is not one that has
not traditionally been highly automated.
The process used at New Brunswick Tele-
phone (NBTel) is described in Ref. 21, a
case where an automated heuristic was
used to improve the process. The article
highlights the rostering process (referred
to as the shift assignment problem in
this article) and identifies many of the
issues.

The input to the rostering process is the set
of schedules defined in the shift scheduling
process. The output is the assignment of spe-
cific individuals to all of the schedules. The
objective of the process is to match employee
preferences as closely as possible. Agent pref-
erences are not all considered equal, and
preferences are often evaluated relative to
worker seniority with higher levels of senior-
ity given first choice.

Agent preferences cover a range of
attributes; for example, days worked per
week, starting time, length of lunch break,
specific days off, or length of shift. Agent
preferences may be soft (e.g., I would prefer
not to start before 8:00 a.m.), or hard (e.g.,
I cannot work on Sundays). An agent’s skill
level forms another hard constraint; agents
cannot be assigned to shifts that require
skills they do not possess.

In smaller call centers, agent preferences
can be tracked by supervisors informally and
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rostering can be done in a manual fashion.
In larger call centers with hundreds or even
thousands of agents, a manual process is not
practical and call centers typically utilize an
agent self-service module within the WMS.

The self-service module typically allows
agents to indicate their hard constraints and
express their preferences. An agent may, for
example, indicate hours or days of the week
for which they are unavailable. The system
may be configured to forward this entry to
a supervisor for confirmation. They may also
enter a request to take a week of vacation
into the WMS. The WMS may use a set of
configurable rules to evaluate the request.
The request may be denied, approved, or
forwarded to a supervisor for evaluation and
dispensation.

When it comes to shift assignment, assign-
ments are often handled via a bidding pro-
cess. Agents may use the self-service module
to bid on schedules they find desirable. The
WMS will typically utilize some rule set to
attempt to meet agent preferences to the
extent possible. Agent bids are often weighted
based on agent seniority. The rules by which
bids are evaluated are often complex, and a
heuristic is used to balance multiple criterion
(see the section titled ‘‘Heuristics for Multiple
Objectives’’ in this encyclopedia). The heuris-
tic used at NBTel is described in Ref. 21.
The heuristic utilized at NBTel first tries
to ensure that all schedules are assigned to
a qualified agent; it then seeks to satisfy
agent requests in order of seniority. If at the
end of the run, shifts remain unassigned,
the application performs a series of two and
three way swaps to allocate these unassigned
shifts seeking to ensure that a qualified agent
is assigned to every scheduled shift.

Given the difficulty of expressing, much
less satisfying agent preferences, the result-
ing assignments may not satisfy all agents’
desires. A common way to address this issue
is for the WFM to provide automated support
for a shift swapping process. Shift swapping
is a process whereby two or more agents may
agree to trade shifts. The WFM system may
support this process in various ways. It may
allow agents to view the detailed schedule to
identify potential swaps. It may also pro-
vide automated workflow support for the

swapping process. For example, the system
may allow one agent to request a swap with
another agent, prompting a message to the
effected agent. If that agent accepts the swap,
a message may be sent to the supervisor
seeking approval.

Real-Time Control

Service environments, in general, and
call centers, in particular, are subject to
significant uncertainty in both the demand
for and supply of labor. Call center volume
often varies significantly from forecast, and
staff absenteeism is a common problem. The
implication is there even a well developed
schedule may prove inadequate when
implemented.

Real-time control refers to the actions
managers make during the course of the day
to adjust capacity to better match realized
demand. Real-time control actions can be
short-lived changes that affect capacity for
only a short period of time, such as reschedul-
ing breaks, or longer-term changes that affect
capacity for an hour or more, such as send-
ing employees home, or calling in additional
workers. An overview of real-time control,
focused on the hospitality industry, is pro-
vided in Ref. 22. An overview of the literature
associated with real-time schedule adjust-
ments is provided in Ref. 23. In this article,
the authors study the applicability of real-
time control heuristics in the quick service
restaurant industry.

When applied to call centers, much of the
research on real-time control addresses the
issue of when to take action, and focuses on
determining when a statistically significant
deviation from forecast has occurred [24,25].
Other papers focus on updating agent sched-
ules [26].

Real-World Challenges

While a substantial body of academic
research addresses the workforce scheduling
problem, the literature often deals with
models that are highly simplified versions
of reality. Stated another way, workforce
management application vendors, and call
center managers face a reality far more
complex than that addressed in the academic
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literature. Assumptions made about the
statistical distributions of call arrivals, talk
times, and caller’s willingness to wait are
often inaccurate. Agents are heterogeneous
with differing skills, productivities, and
scheduling preferences. Agent absenteeism
is a chronic problem in many call centers.
Performing scheduling and rostering sequen-
tially may create schedules that cannot be
staffed given agent availability constraints.
In many real-world applications, call center
managers make substantial manual changes
to system generated schedules.

There is a subset of the literature that
attempts to quantify, and in some cases
address, these complexities. Issues related
to how statistical distributions in real-world
call centers differ from those assumed in
standard models are addressed in Ref. 16.
The design of a commercial workforce
management application is described in
Ref. 27. A series of papers examine issues
related to implementing call center solutions
at L.L. Bean [28–31]. Heterogeneous agent
skills and sophisticated skills based routing
greatly complicate the agent scheduling
problem, and while assumed away in many
scheduling models, this is an area of active
research (See Ref. 1 for a more detailed
discussion.)

SCHEDULING AND ROSTERING IN OTHER
ENVIRONMENTS

The bulk of this document looks at scheduling
and rostering in call center environments.
The techniques and models discussed here
are also applicable to a range of other
environments such as airline ticket counters,
airline crews, hospitals, emergency services,
restaurants, retail outlets, or mail facilities.
The methods discussed here apply to any
operation characterized by a time varying
requirement for personnel. Ernst et al. give
an overview of scheduling and rostering
applications across a range of applications,
highlighting some of the key issues that arise
in various environments [9]. Call Centers
are a common application for scheduling
and rostering models, and as discussed in
this article, call centers are characterized by

significant uncertainty in workload. Other
notable application areas are listed below.

Transportation Systems

Scheduling and rostering is an important
aspect of transportation systems, such as
airlines. Many models have been developed
to look at airline crew scheduling [9]. One
important difference with airline models, in
particular, is the spatial aspect of the mod-
els. Airline crew schedules are driven by
point to point transportation links which
move the crew from one location to another.
Crews have home locations that they must
eventually return to, and leaving a crew
at a remote location creates an additional
cost. Other transportation applications, such
as bus systems, subways, and other pub-
lic transport systems, are less focused on
the starting and ending location of the crew
as they tend to be confined to a narrow
geographical area. Transportation schedul-
ing staff requirements are also less uncertain
and more controllable than those in a call
center. The transportation schedule tends to
drive the staff schedule.

Health Care

Many models have been developed to ana-
lyze staffing issues in health-care delivery,
most notably nurse scheduling. Much of this
work has focused on allocating weekday and
weekend shift in accordance with work regu-
lations. Another interesting aspect of health-
care models is the ability to substitute higher
skilled workers for lower skilled require-
ments; that is, assigning an Registered Nurse
(RN) when only an Licensed practical nurse
(LPN) is required.

Emergency Services

Staffing is an important issue in emergency
services such as police, fire, or ambulance
services. Spatial issues are also important
in emergency services, in particular, ambu-
lance services where the response time are
critical and driven in large part by the dis-
tance between the incident and the respond-
ing crew. Ambulance services also create a
demand profile that is highly uncertain.
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Retail

Scheduling and rostering is an important
characteristic in retail operations of all types.
Retail scheduling applications tend to be sim-
ilar to call center models, although staffing
levels are often defined exogenously rather
than via a queueing model approach.
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